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Abstract 
Let W be a Coxeter group and let Gw be the associated Artin group. We consider the local 
system over k(Gw,  1) with coefficients in R = Z[q, q- l ]  which associates to the standard gen- 
erators of Gw the multiplication by q. For the all list of finite irreducible Coxeter groups we 
calculate the top-cohomology of this local system. It turns out that the ideal which we compute is 
a sort of Alexander ideal for a hypersurface. 
In case of the classical braid group Br ,  this ideal is the principal ideal generated by the nth 
cyclotomic polynomial. 
We use these results to calculate the topological category of k(Gw,  1): we prove that it equals 
the obvious bound given by obstruction theory (so, in case of braid group Br,~, it is exactly 70. 
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Introduction 
Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system (see [2]) and let Gw be the associated Artin group 
(see [3,4,13]). For example, when W is the symmetric group in r~ letters and S is the 
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set of transpositions (i, i + 1), i = 1 , . . . ,  n - 1, then Gw is the classical braid group 
Brn. The group W can be realized as a reflection group in some R n, acting properly 
over some open cone I C ]~n [2,15]. If .A = {Hj}j~j is the arrangement of reflection 
hyperplanes of W,  then W acts properly on 
I + iR n c C ~ 
and it acts freely on 
Y:=(I+iIW~)\ U Hc 
HE.A 
(Hc being the complexification of H). Then [4,13] Gw is the fundamental group of the 
orbit space 
Yw := Y/W.  
In [11] a combinatorial complex Xw was constructed which is a deformation retract 
of Yw (see also [10]). Xw is described very naturally from the Coxeter complex of 
W by identifications on the faces (see Theorem A below). 
Also, an algebraic omplex which computes cohomology of rank- 1 local systems over 
Yw was deduced (see Theorem B below). 
In this paper we take as W any finite irreducible Coxeter group (in this case I = I~ '~ 
and the cohomology of Yw is also the cohomology of Gw [6]). We consider on Yw 
rank-I local systems with coefficients in R = Z[q, q- l] :  such local systems extend the 
trivial one with integer coefficients, to which they reduce for q = 1. We are able to 
compute the top-cohomology for the list of all finite irreducible Coxeter groups: in spite 
of the fact that the top-cohomology over trivial coefficients often vanishes, we find non- 
vanishing cohomology for these local systems for all the groups W.  
This construction is similar to what is done in defining the Alexander invariant of 
a knot in S 3, and should be considered as a generalization of the Alexander invariant 
to hypersurfaces (which can be defined at least when Hj of the complement to the 
hypersurface is Z). 
For example, for the classical braid group Brn, we obtain 
Ht°p(Brn) = Z[q,q-']/(¢n(q)) 
where Cn(q) is the nth cyclotomic polynomial. The case n = 2 gives the Alexander 
polynomial of the trefoil knot: this case is known by different arguments, because in 
this case the orbit space is homeomorphic to the complement of an isolated plane cusp 
singularity. For all classical sequences A, B = C', D we obtain simple formulas involv- 
ing cyclotomic polynomials; however, we had to solve some elementary but not trivial 
arithmetic problems (especially in case D). In particular, we find some interesting new 
arithmetical properties of Gauss q-binomials. 
In case An_j  (corresponding to the braid group Br,~), Vassiliev (see [14] for further 
references) did computations of some local systems in the orbit space in connection 
with classical problems (like that of the superposition of algebraic functions and that 
of bounding the topological complexity of algorithms). We think that our approach can 
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also be useful for these problems, and we hope to return to this in later works (see also 
[5]). For example, we indicate at the end a topological application of our computations. 
Recall that the topological category of a space S is the minimum cardinality of an open 
covering of S, which is composed of sets contractible in S [8]. By using the nonvanishing 
of the top-cohomology and a theory of Schwartz [12] one can calculate the topological 
category of Yw.  In particular, the category of the configuration space of the braid group 
Br~,, is exactly n. 
1. Coxeter groups 
We recall here results from [11], considering the general situation of a Coxeter group 
W (not necessarily finite) as described in the introduction, and using the more algebraic 
language of Coxeter complexes. Recall that the cells of the Coxeter complex C(W)  of 
W are the cosets w.Wr ,  where Wr  is the parabolic subgroup generated by F C S. 
Theorem A. Let (W, S) be a finitely generated Coxeter system, realized as a group 
generated by reflections in ~n, which acts properly on an open cone I C ~ (see the 
Introduction). Let ,A be the arrangement of reflection hyperplanes in I~ n and let 
Y=( I+ i~n) \  U He. 
f tEA  
Then the orbit space Yw = Y /W contracts onto the following cellular complex Xw:  
start with the "finite" Coxeter complex 
c f (w)  :-- {w.WF: F C S, WF finite}; 
identify each cell w.WF of C f (W)  with the cell 1.WF of the same type by using the 
homeomorphism induced by the unique element 7 C w.WF of minimal ength. 
Recall [7] that in any coset of a parabolic subgroup there is exactly one element of 
minimal ength, where the length is measured with respect to the system of generators S. 
The homeomorphism is obtained by realizing C f (W) as a W-invariant cellular complex 
in R ~, namely the dual to the stratification i duced by the arrangement ,,4in the cone [. 
One can simply take one point w0 inside a fixed chamber of I, and then c f (w)  will 
be isomorphic to the convex hull of the W-orbit of wo. 
The cells of Xw are in 1-1 correspondence with the subsets F C S such that WF 
is finite. In particular, Xw has exactly one 0-cell and it has exactly one 1-cell for each 
element ,s E S (geometrically this represents a loop around a hyperplane). The 1-cells of 
Xw are naturally oriented, and they give generators of 7rl (Yw)  = 7rl (Xw)  = Gw.  
We will call them "geometric generators" of Gw.  
We recall also from [ 11 ] the construction of an algebraic omplex which computes the 
cohomology of rank-1 local systems on Yw.  
Give an ordering to S, so S' ~ {1, . . . ,n}.  
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Theorem B. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and let q be a unit of R. Let Eq be 
the local system on Yw which corresponds to the representation Gw --~ Ant(R) which 
takes a geometric generator into the multiplication by q. Then 
H*(Xw;Cq) = H*(C*) 
where (C*, 6*(q)) is the algebraic omplex given by 
and 
6*(q)(r) = ~ (_l)~(j,£)+, Wru{j}(-q) (F U {j}). (1) 
j~r Wr( -q )  
Wru{ j}  finite 
Here a(j,F) : I{i E F: i < J}l and Wr(q) is the Poincar~ series of the group Wr, 
i.e., 
Wr(q) = Z I{ w E W: length(w) : n}lq n. 
n~>0 
Note that under our hypotheses Wr (q) is a polynomial with integer coefficients, as it 
is the quotient WruU} (q)/Wr(q). 
The integer cohomology is obtained by setting q = 1 in (1). 
2. Top-cohomologies 
To simplify notation it is convenient to consider local systems given by multiplication 
_bY -q.  If A is the Coxeter graph of W, with vertices 1, . . . ,  n, and F c { 1, . . . ,  n} then 
F will indicate the subgraph of A spanned by F. 
If F :- F1 II ... H irk, so that the decomposition i to connected components of T is 
F = F l  I I  • - • 11 _Fk, then  
k 
WF(q) = I-[ wn  (q). 
i= l  
For brevity we write FUj for FU{j}:  thus if (FUj)( j)  is the vertex set of the connected 
component of F U j which contains j then 
wruj (q) w(Fu )(j  (q) 
Wr(q) - I~F~c(rvj)u) Wr,(q)" (2) 
Here, by convention, if (F U j)(j) = j then the product in the right-hand side of (2) 
is 1. Note that there are at most deg(j) factors in that product (so, for finite irreducible 
Coxeter groups, at most three factors). 
It is convenient also to introduce the q-analog 
b] -  - 1 
q-1  
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of the number n, which reduces to n E Z in the limit q --~ 1. From this one constructs 
the q-factorial [r~]! = In]In - 1].-. [11 and the q-binomial 
By using this notation one has [2,7]: 
WA,(q)  [¢1 + 1]!, 
WB, (q) = Wc (q) = (qk + 1), 
k=l  
n - - I  
WD,~ (q)= In]! 1 - I  (qk + 1),  
k--I 
WEn (q) = [2] [5] [6] [8] [9][12], 
WE7 (q) = [2] [6] [8] [10] [12] [14] [18], 
WE~ (q) = [2] [8] [12] [14] [18] [20] [24] [30], 
WF4 (q) -- [2] [6] [8][12], 
WH3 (q) = [2] [6] [10], 
WH4 (q) = [2] [121 [20] [30], 
Wh(p) (q) = I2] ~P]. 
By using formulas (1) and (2) above we get the following list for the top cobound- 
aries. 
Lemma 1. The top coboundaries 6 ~- L :C,~-1 __~ C" are given by the following list (the 
vertices of the Coxeter graphs are ordered in the standard way) : 
Case A,~: 
(Sn I({1 ... ) , . . . ,n})  = ( -1 ) j [n+l  1 , , J , j = 1 . . . .  , n .  
Case B~ (= case C,d: 
~sn- l ({ l ' ' ' " ) " ' "n})  =( -1 ) J i l l  ~ I  (q~+l ) ,  . j= l  . . . .  ,n. 
k=r~- - j+ l  
Case D,~: 
(-1)J  H (qk4-1). j = 1 , . . . ,n -2  
6" ' ({1 , . . . ,3 , . . . ,n})  = k=n j 
(-1)J  H (qk 4- 1), j = n -  1,n. 
k=l  
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Case F-,6: 
65= ( [9][12] [8][9][12] [6][8][9][12] [5][6][8][9][12] [6][8][9][12] 
[4] ' 
[9][12]) 
[4] J 
Case F-,7 :
66 = (_  [12][14][18] 
\ [4][6] 
Case 17,8: 
?9.7= ( 
[3][4] ' [2][3][4] ' [2]2[3] 2 ' [2][3][4] 
[10][12][14][18] [8][10][12][14][18] [6][8][10][12][14][18] 
[3][4][5][7] ' [2][3][4][5] ' [2]2[3]2[4] ' 
I6][8][10][12][14][18] [10][12][14][18] [10][14][18]) 
[2]I31214][5] ' [2][4][5] ' [5][9] J" 
[14][18][20][24][30 ] [12][14][18][20][24][30] [8][12][14][18][20][24][30  
[4][6][7][10] ' [3][4][5][6][7] ' [2113][4][5][6][7 ] ' 
[8][12][14][18][20][24][30] [8][12][14][18]I20][24][30] 
[2]2[3]2[4] ' [2][3121412151 ' 
[12][14][18][20][24][30] [14][18][20][24][30] [20][24][30]) 
I2][3][4][5][6][8] ' -  [2][5][6][9] ' ~ J" 
Case F4: 
63~- ( 
Case 1-13: 
62= ( 
Case Ha: 
63= ( 
Case h (P): 
6' = (-Lo],  ol). 
I8][12] [6][8][12] [6][8][12] [8][12]'~ 
[4] ' [2113 ] ' [2][3] ' [4] J '  
[6][10] [6][10] [6][10]) 
[5] ' [2] ' [3] ' 
[12][20][30] [12][20][30] [12] [20] [30] [12] [20] [30] "~ 
[6][10] ' [2][5] ' [2][5] 
Now, for all cases above, we want to calculate the top-cohomology groups with co- 
efficients in the local system described before. Since the last nonvanishing R-module of 
the algebraic omplex C* is just R itself, one is reduced to computing an ideal in R. 
Before that we need some lemmas. 
Indicate by cpn the ~th cyclotomic polynomial. 
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Lemma 2. The resultant of two cyclotomic polynomials ~,, ~b is given by 
Res(¢a, Cpb) = p4)(b) 
if a p'~b for some prime p and some positive integer s (where ~ denotes the Euler 
function), and 1 otherwise. (Here we assume o > b.) 
For the proof see [1]. 
Corollary 3. In Z[q] one has 
(~2a, ~6) = (1) 
i[ a/b is not an integer (possibly negative) power of a prime p. 
Given a, b E Z, indicate by 
(a)b = min{x >/O: x - a(modb)}. 
Lemma 4. 
1 ~<d~<Tz 
(n),~<(k/~ 
Proof. From 
[hi= H ~d 
din 
d>l 
it follows 
~I  r I  ~int( n / d) 
[n]! = H ~a= d 
j--2 I<dlj d--2 
where int(x) is the integer part of x. So 
= ~d 
d= I 
Then from 
IT/,- k)d = { {~l)d -- {k)d if {n)d ~> (k)d, 
(n)d (k)d +d if (n), < (k)d, 
and 
the lemma follows easily. 
int(d ) - in t (~) - in t (  n d~k)=-d( (n )d - (k )d - (n -k )d)  
[] 
We need also the following trivial lemma. 
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Lemma 5. Let I, J, K, L be ideals in Z[x] such that I + K = Z[x] and L C J. Then 
I J+KL=I J+L .  
This will be applied essentially when I and K are principal ideals. 
Theorem 6. Let W be a finite irreducible Coxeter group and let Gw be the associated 
Artin group (-- 7rl(Xw)). Let £q be the local system on Xw with coefficients in 
R = Z[q, q-l] which associates to a geometrical generator of Xw multiplication by 
-q. Then the top-cohomology of Gw (equivalently, of Xw)  is given by 
Ht°P(Gw; £q) = R / I  
where I C R is the ideal given by the following list (the top integer cohomology is
obtained by specializing q to -1): 
Case As -  l: 
I = (~,~). (3) 
Case B~ = C~ : 
I=  ((q~ + l) ~al Cpd ) .  (4) 
21d 
Case Dn: 
I = 
(q'~-' + 1) (~] ,  2) 
(q '~- l+ l ) (  [hI' 2 H ~d) 
2[dln 
2<d 
(L< 217  ) (q~-' + 1) \~n/2 '  2taL,~ 
2<d 
tf n-= 1 (mod 2), 
/f n -= 0 (mod 4), 
/f n -- 2 (mod 4). 
Case E6: I = ((/93~,~6~:~9~,~12). 
Case E7: I = (~2~g~6~D14~918). 
Case E8: [ = (~:g2~g94~5~,P6~8~/910~IZ~15~-~Z0~D24~930). 
Case F4: I = (~2(/~3c/94~z76(P8~12). 
Case  H3: I -- (~2~6~10). 
Case / - /4:1---  6i~°o ( q - 1,2). 
Case I2 (p): 1 = ([p]). 
(5) 
Proof. The exceptional cases /~6 . . . . .  12(p) are easy: they can be done by computer or 
even by hand. So we prove theorem for the series A, B = G', D. 
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Let 
~=n--k+l 
n--1 
i=n-k 
n-I  
0,~_, : 0,~ : 1-I (¢ + 1). 
i :1 
Then for An- l ,  B~ (= C~), Dn one has respectively 
I=  " ' "  n - I  ' 
1: (~,  .... ,0n-,) 
as a result of the above formulas. Since 
(q~ + 1) 1 J~k, for all k = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
(qn - ,+ l )  l~)k ' for a l l k= l , . . . ,n -1 ,  
one can consider the ideals generated by 
Pk = Pk / (q  n + 1), k = 1 , . . . ,n ,  
Qk=Qk/ (q  n - '+ l ) ,  k= 1 , . . . ,n -  1, 
and calculate the ideals F,  I "  generated respectively by them. 
It will appear that I ,  1 I, 1// coincide with the ideal generated by the polynomials of 
index a divisor of n (more the last polynomial in case D,~). So let 1 = dl, d2 . . . . .  dh, 
n be the divisors of n, ordered by increasing size. We want to prove by induction that: 
" "  dk 
2[dj 
j<~k 
, Qdk) = ~dk+, "'" ~n (~d2 "'" ~dk, 2 
\ 
dl ' 
[~ = ( Pd . . . .  
I~' = (Qd~,. 
In case k = 1 the equality is always verified. 
Then by induction 
( ( Ik+l : ~)dk+l "''qOn, dk+l z ~gdk+l "'¢Pn~ 
l ~k~h;  
l ~k~h;  
H ¢Pdj ) , 
2ld~ 
2<dj <~dk 
l~k~h.  
H ~d)  ; 
(n)d<(dk+l)a 
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2[dj 
j<~k 
2ldj 
2<dj ~<dk 
I fd  I n, d > dk+l then clearly (n)d < (dk+l)d, SO: 
dJ'dk+, (n)d<(dk+l)d 
d<dk+~ 
By Corollary 3, if d ] n, d { dk+l, d < dk+l then (~a~+~, a) = (3). Moreover, if 
d{n  then d{dk+l;  so if d = dk+jp '~, n = dk+jh, 1 < p~ < h, one has: 
(n)d ---- (h)p~dk+l (and (h)p. > 0), while 
(dk+z)d = dk+l. 
Then again (~Pak+,, ~d) = (1) and by Lemma 5 
Ik+l = (~e,~+2 "" ~n), 
which concludes the proof in case A~. 
Since ~n I [~] for all 1 < k < n by Lemma 4, this also gives (3). 
For I~+ 1 we decompose the q-binomial [ak+,] as for lk+i, and observe that 
n--I n--I 
/~k+l := H (qJ-~- 1) ~-- H H qOd" 
j=n--dk+l+l j=n--dk+l+l d12 j 
dtj 
Then, if 2 [ di with i ~< k, qad~ [ (q~-d,/2 + 1), which is a factor of/~kq-l* It follows 
21d j din d{n 21d j 
j~k  d{dk+l (n)d<(dk+l)d j~k  
d<dk+~ 
If 2 I dk+l then ~dk+, [ (qn--dk+,/2 + l) which is a factor of Fk+l. So 
Ik+' = ( ¢pdk+2"''g)n H ~)d3) (~) 
21dj 
j<.k+l 
as claimed. 
If 2 { dk+, then, as in case An, (~dk+,, ~d) = (3) for those d such that ~d I [dk~]" For 
the remaining d one has 2 I d so by Corollary 3 the only possibility for (~Pdk+l, ~d) ¢ (3) 
is d = 2adk+l, a > 0. 
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If d = 2ada+l and ~Pd I Fk+ 1 then d/2 divides j, with n - dk+l ~< j <~ n - 1. But 
d/2 = 2a-ldk+l and dk+l I n, so there are no integer multiples of dk+l in the given 
interval. By Lemma 5 one obtains (A) again, which gives the assertion in case B,~ = C,~. 
Analogous arguments show that Pd C I' k for d { n, so we obtain (4) (or just compare 
with the rational GCD). 
In case Dn, let d<, . . . ,d i , ,  be the divisors of n less or equal to dk such that 
dij ~ dk+l; let di,,...,d¢~_, be the divisors (~< dk) such that d~,j I d~+l. Set also 
Qj = Qo/(q '~-j + 1). As in the preceding cases one can write 
I~/+1 = ~d~+2 "''~ °*~ (1 ~gdk+l (~Odl • " • ~gdk , 2 H qOdj ) ' 
2ldj 
2<dj  <.dr: 
Q~k+l 
~dk+_, "' " qOn 
(qn--dk+l _}_ l ) ) l  
Denote by J the ideal (1)l- Then 
J = (2qOdk+t H ~gj'2~Od'l"''~a~'~Od~+' H ~aj, 
21dj 21dj 
2<dj <. dk 2<dj <~dk 
dj [dk+l 
Q,, 
• ''~d,~ ~d~, L "" ~d,-_~ g~dk+l, dk+] ~d~L 
• @dq " " " ~gPd'is ~Odk+2 " " ' qOn 
(qn--dk+l q_ 1) ) )  
(the second polynomial is added for convenience and it is a multiple of the first one; the 
n last term is a polynomial since ~d~.j I Idk+l])  
2.< dj <~ dk 
= (2qzak+~ 
2<dj <~dk 
qOdj , ~d~l 
(¢gdj .~ gPdq " " " )gdi~ 
"''qOd~s (¢Pdk+~(qOdi, "' 'qOd~,k_s,2 
Q H dk+l 
H qOdj ) 
21dj 
2<d/~<dk 
d j ldk+l  
1I 
dj Idk+L 
dj =2 or 2,[dj 
~'gdi I " " " (~Pdis (~:)dk+2 " " " ~n 
21dj 
2<dj ~dk 
dj Idk+l 
)) dk+l (qn-dk+~ + 1) . 
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By an argument similar to that used in case Bn, 
n--2 
H ~dj H (qi + 1), 
2ld j i=n--dk+l +1 
2<dj ~<dk 
dj Idk+l 
SO 
J=  H ~dj (2qOdk+, H 
21dj 21dj 
2<dj ~dk 2<dj ~dk 
djldk+l dj{dk+l 
H qOdj, 2), 
dj[dk+l 
dj=2 or 2{dj 
H ~dj, 2), 
dj Idk+l 
dj=2 or 2~dj 
(where we set 
= ~<, "'~d,.~d~+<"~,~ I-[ ~dj) 
21dj Idk+l 
2<dj ~<dk 
: H qOaj(2~dk+"H~od'j(~dk+'( 
21d O 2{dij 
2<dj <~dk 
Qdk+' (q~--dk+'  l)) 
Q~k+t (@-dk+' + 1) ) )  " (*) 
(q n-dk+~ -t- 1) )2 )  1 
II 
21dj 
2<dj ~dk 
2{dij 
(since qn-dk+l _ 1 is a multiple of the first polynomial of  (2 )2  ) 
If 2 { dk+l then, as in preceding case, (~dk+l, " Qk+,/5) = (3); moreover 
djldk+l 
dj=2 or 2{dj 
(because the first of these two polynomials divides qn--dk+~ _ 1 and 2 is in the ideal) so 
we can apply Lemma 5 to obtain 
J=  H ~aj 2qOdk+~, H qOd~j(~dk+,(~di, ,''' d,;_ ,2), 
21d j 2{dij 
2<dj<~dk 
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: l~Qdl ' ' '~dk+l 'R(~)di l  "*'@dis'@dk-~l H ~dj 
21d3 2 1 
2<dj<~dk 
(since dij { dk+l one can apply Lemma 5 to the ideal (2)2) 
2ldj 2 1 
2<dj~d~ 
(since the second polynomial of (e)z divides the first one) 
2<dj ~<d~: 
as claimed. 
If dk+l = 2 then by Lemma 4: 
J=  (~2, H ~d'(qn--2+l)) " 
n~ 1 (rood d)  
By Corollary 3 (since 2 ] n) (¢P2, I-[,~-l(modd) g)d) = (3) SO 
J = (~2, qn-2 + l) = (~2,2) 
as claimed. 
If 2 I dk+l, dk+l >~ 4 then ~dk+, ] (qn--dk+~/2 + 1) (so ~dk+, ] Q~k+,/~) and 
qr~-ak+'+lE ( U c2aj'2) ' 
djtdk+l 
dj=2 or 2{dj 
Then (.) becomes 
2{dj 2{dij dj tdk+l 
2<dj~dk d3=2 or 2{dj 
: (  @dl*''~dk-]-]?2 H ~dj),  
21dj 
2<dj<~dk+l 
which is the thesis. 
By analogous arguments Qd ¢ I~' for d { n. 
So in any case 
(Qd , , . . . ,  Qdh) = (Q , , . . . ,  Qn-2) = ([,~], 2~n k 
l'-ln-2(qi To conclude the case Dn we have to add the last polynomial Qn-1 -- .tli=l ~ + 1). 
H ~gdJ I" 
21dj 
2~dj ~n 
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If 2 { n then 
I "=(Q1, . . . ,Qn-1)=-  nJ,2~n, (q i+ l  
i=1 
(since n--2 i (~n, I-Ii=l (q + 1)) ~ (3) as seen before) 
(since qi + 1 ~ qi _ 1 (mod 2)) 
= ,2, (qi _ 1 = ,2 
i~ l  
because ~d ] [n], d < n =~ ~d ] qd _ 1. 
For 2 I n, 
I t '= I-I ~d3(~2H~d~'2 'H(q i4 -1 )  I-I ~dj 
2ldj 2{dj i=1 21d3 l 
2<dj~n 2<dj~<n 
Let Q be the last polynomial of (1)1. One always has ~e I Q. If n ~_ O(mod 4) and 
2 { dj then 
~2dj [ qdj + 1 and ~2dj [ q3dj 4- l, 
where 3dj ~< n - 2 because n >~ 4dj. It follows 
2{dj 
But q92dj(q) = ~d3(--q) E (~dj,2); SO Q is in the ideal generated by the first two 
elements of (1)l, so 
2[dj 
2<dj ~<n 
If n -- 2(mod 4), then by Corollary 3 (~n/2, Q) = (3). Otherwise one has some 
~d I Q (3  21 d) with d = 2an/2; since in Q there are only factors Cpd with d ~< 2n - 2, 
l - [n -2{q i  the only possibility is d = n. But ~n I xx~=l ~ + 1) just once (precisely, it divides 
qn/2 4- 1), SO ~n ~ Q. It follows 
1 
21d3 2{dj 1" 
2<dj <~ n dj 5 ~ 
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Now we apply the same argument as in case n -- 0(mod 4), concluding that Q is in 
the ideal of the first two polynomials of (1)l (n ~> 4). Thus 
\ ~n /2 ' 21d; 
2<dj ~n 
3. Topological category 
Here we use results from [12] to calculate the topological category of the space Yw 
above. 
Recall that the topological category cat(S) of a space S is the minimum cardinality of 
an open covering of S, which is composed of sets contractible in S (see [8]). 
Given a surjection p : T --~ S one defines also the genus g(p) of p as the minimum 
cardinality of an open covering of S such that over each open set p has a section. 
It is easy to see that cat(S) = g(P) when p is the Serre fibration over S. 
Let G be a discrete group and let p : T -~ S be a principal fiber bundle with group G. 
Then p is induced by some map 
f :S - - *k (G ,  1) 
into the base space of the universal fiber bundle :r : U -+ k(G, 1). Let /2 be a local 
system on k(G, 1) (equivalently, a representation of G into some module). Define [12] 
the homological £-genus of p as 
hL(p) = min{n: Hi(S;f*(f_.))  = 0 for all i ~> n} 
and the homological genus of p as 
h(p) = max{he(p):  for all possible £}.  
Then [12] 
Theorem 7. g(p) >1 h(p). 
Now, as a corollary of Theorem 6 above, one has the following result. 
Theorem 8. Let Gw be an Artin group associated to an irreducible finite Coxeter group, 
acting essentially on R n as a reflection group. Let 7r : U ~ k (Gw,  1) be the universal 
covering. Then 
g(Tr) = • + 1. 
In particular, 
ca t (k (Gw,  1)) : n + 1. 
Proof. By well-known results [3,6] the space Yw (or equivalently Xw)  considered 
above are k(Tr, 1)-spaces. Then we apply Theorem 7 when S = Xw.  Since we found in 
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all cases local systems with nonvanishing n-dimensional cohomology, then g(Tr) /> n+ 1. 
The converse inequality comes from obstruction theory since Xw is an n-dimensional 
complex. 
Still by obstruction theory applied to the Serre fibration one has cat (Xw)  ~< n + 1. 
But each bundle has a section over a contractible open set, so the converse inequality 
follows. [] 
Corol lary 9. With the same hypotheses as Theorem 8, the genus of  any principal Gw 
covering is <~ n + 1. 
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 8. [] 
Remark. The above result can also be deduced by considering the top-cohomology 
with trivial coefficients of Y (which is well known by [3,9]) which push down into 
the top-cohomology of the local system over Yw which is associated to the regular 
representation f W.  The proof then proceeds as before. 
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